Abstract-This paper studies the performance of wireless power transfer in distributed antenna systems (DAS). In particular, the distributed remote radio heads (RRHs), which are conventionally distributed in the network to enhance the performance, are also used to increase the energy harvesting (EH) at the energy-constrained users. Based on this idea, the network area is divided into two zones, namely: 1) EH zone and 2) interference zone. The users in the EH zones are guaranteed to harvest sufficient energy from the closed RRH, while the users in the interference zones harvest energy from the surrounding RRHs. A harvest-then-transmit protocol is adopted, where in the power transfer phase the multiple antennas RRHs broadcast energy signals to the users. In the information transmission phase, the users utilize the harvested energy to transmit their signals to the RRHs. In addition, zero-forcing is applied at the RRHs receivers, to mitigate the interference. The system spectral efficiency is evaluated in two different scenarios based on the channel state information (CSI) namely: 1) CSI is unknown at the RRHs 2) CSI is perfectly known at the RRHs. In contrast to conventional EH-muliple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, performance analysis of EH DAS-MIMO is a challenging problem, because the channels are characterized by non-identical pathloss and EH effects which make the classical analytical methods non-tractable. In light of this, new analytical expressions of the ergodic spectral efficiency are derived and then Monte Carlo simulations are provided to verify the accuracy of our analysis. The effects of main system parameters on the EH-DAS performance are investigated. The results show that there is an optimal value of the EH time for each users locations that maximizes the system performance. In addition, size of the EH-zone area depends on the required harvested power at the users which is dependent essentially on the target spectral efficiency.
research attention in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] . This concept depends on the fact that RF signals are able to transfer energy to the nodes in wireless communication systems. Consequently, considerable amount of works have been achieved to study the efficiency of wireless-powered communication networks (WPCNs), in which the energy signals are exploited to charge the EH-nodes in the network. For instance, a tradeoff between the information and energy can be sent over a noisy and frequency selective channels with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) were considered in [1] and [2] , respectively. Multiple-antenna techniques have been also used to further increase the performance of WPCNs. The efficiency of multiantenna WPCN with energy beam-forming was investigated in [5] . A system model consisting of multiple EH-nodes communicating with an access point (AP), where in the first phase, down-link (DL), the AP transmits energy signals to the EH-nodes, and then in the second phase, up-link (UL), the EH-nodes transmit their data to the AP using the harvested energy was considered in [6] and [7] . This protocol is called harvest-then-transmit protocol. Theses works were extended in [8] and [9] to include a multi-antenna AP. RF-EH power splitting technique for a multiple input single output (MISO) systems with quality of service constraint and EH constraint was considered in [10] , where the minimum required power was formulated for both variable/constant beamforming weights at the transmitters. In addition, the problem of joint transceiver design for full duplex cloud radio access systems with simultaneous wireless information and power transfer was studied in [11] . For some new research trends in wireless powered communication networks, we refer the reader to [12] .
Moreover, distributed antenna system (DAS) has been proposed to improve the spectral efficiency, power efficiency and to extend the service coverage area of the communication networks [13] [14] [15] [16] . In DAS, the functionalities of the base station or the AP are divided between a central processor unit (CPU) and a group of low-cost remote radio heads (RRHs). Practically, the CPU performs the base-band signal processing and the RRHs are responsible for all RF operations [13] . The RRHs are geographically distributed in a cell area to reduce the access distances and the total transmission power. It was shown in literature that, DAS with full cooperation between the transmitters has a better performance than the conventional collocated antenna systems (CAS) [14] , [15] . In [17] , the performance of the distributed multi-input multi-output (D-MIMO) system and conventional collocated MIMO (C-MIMO) system were investigated and compared.
New expressions for the ergodic spectral efficiency of C-MIMO system and D-MIMO system were derived and compared in [18] . New algorithms to determine the antenna position for down-link DASs in single and two cell environments were proposed in [19] . In addition, a comparative study on the ergodic sum rate of cellular networks in up-link scenario was presented in [20] , where the antennas of the BS are located at the center of a cell or uniformly distributed in the cell area. In [21] , a transmit optimization method was proposed to maximize the energy efficiency of DAS. A beam-forming and power allocation algorithm for a down-link MISO-DAS which maximizes the energy efficiency was proposed in [22] . In [23] the ergodic capacity of down-link DAS was investigated, where each RRH equipped with multiple antennas.
A. Related Works
Wireless power transfer technique has been considered in DAS, recently, in several works. In detail, a resource allocation algorithm design for information and power transfer to mobile receivers in DAS was studied in [13] , in which the RRHs and CPU are equipped with renewable energy harvesters. Only the down-link scenario was considered in [13] , when the system consists of two types of receivers, information and EH receivers. Tabassum and Hossain [24] theoretically characterized the outage zones in wireless power systems and analyzed the performance of different configurations of the energy sources which can minimize the outage zones; In the considered system, the users harvest energy from symmetrically deployed power beacons in down link, and transmit their information signals to the base station (BS) in the uplink phase. A distributed antenna power beacon (DA-PB) was proposed in [25] , in which DA-PB antennas are uniformly distributed in a cell area. In this work the authors assumed that the PB has no knowledge of the users' CSI, and closed form expression of the average harvested power per user was derived. In [26] , energy efficiency in downlink EH-DAS was studied, where each RRH is equipped with only a single antenna, and power splitting technique was implemented at the EH-devices to achieve the EH and information processing. In this work [26] , closed form expression for the energy efficiency in the case of a single device was derived, and an efficient suboptimal algorithm to find the optimal energy efficiency for the case of multiple devices was proposed. Simultaneous wireless information and energy transfer in only down-link DAS was considered in [27] , in which the cooperation of EH and twoway energy flows to make the distributed remote antenna units trade their harvested energy through a smart grid network were adopted to save the energy cost. Under some EH constraints, per remote antenna power constraints, and different smart grid configurations, a power management policy that finds how to use the harvested energy at the remote antenna units and how to trade the energy with the smart grid to achieve maximum wireless information transfer with a minimum wireless energy transfer constraint was obtained in [27] . Practical and efficient channel training techniques to perform optimal energy beamforming in a distributed wireless energy transfer systems were studied in [28] . The concept of wireless power and information transfer in massive DASs to enhance the mobile networks was introduced in [29] . Specifically, the massive distributed antenna system (MDAS) was implemented to improve both the wireless energy and information transfer. In this work the authors presented and discussed some research trends in MDAS involving wireless energy and information transfer. Wang et al. [30] considered the secrecy in downlink DAS with wireless energy and information transfer, in which the user implements power splitting receiver to harvest energy and process the information simultaneously; Closed form expression for the transmitted information signal power that maximizes the system secrecy and energy harvesting was derived in this work.
B. Contributions
Motivated by the aforementioned discussions, in this paper, we propose the use of distributed RRHs also to power the energy-constrained users wirelessly. More specifically, the RRHs are distributed in the network, where each RRH has an EH zone with a radius satisfying the threshold requirements of the EH circuit, and any user within this region can harvest a sufficient amount of energy and communicate reliably with the closest RRH. On the other hand, any user outside the EH zones, will be in interference zone where the amount of the harvesting energy depends on the received RF energy signals from all the RRHs. Harvest-then-transmit protocol is adopted in this paper. Hence, the information transmission in the proposed system achieved in two time slots: 1) Phase I: in this time slot all the RRHs broadcast independent RF energy signals, the energy of these signals is harvested by the all users to charge their batteries. 2) Phase II: in this time slot all EH-users send their information signals to the RRHs by using the harvested power. In addition, zero-forcing (ZF) receiver is implemented at the RRHs in the second phase, in order to mitigate the interference between the users' signals and to enhance the system performance. 1 The ergodic spectral efficiency is adopted as a performance measure to characterize the network performance. Practically, accurate channel state information (CSI) at the RF energy source in EH systems, before power transmission might be difficult to achieve. This is because accurate channel estimation consumes considerable amount of the harvested energy. Therefore, the ergodic spectral efficiency is studied in two cases based on the CSI at the RRHs in the first phase, namely, 1) CSI is unknown at the RRHs; 2) CSI is perfectly known at the RRHs. 2 It is known that, the performance analysis of EH DAS-MIMO system with ZF receiver is difficult and challenging, since the overall signal to interference and noise ratio includes sum of non-identical matrices instead of only one as in conventional-MIMO systems. Also, transmitting power of the users is random depending on the small scale-fading, which makes the analysis of this model hard and challenging.
Therefore, the major contributions of this work are summarized as follows: 1) New analytical expression for the up-link spectral efficiency of EH MIMO-DAS system with ZF receiver is derived and presented over independent Rayleigh fading channels, when the CSI is unknown in the first phase. 2) New analytical expression for the upper bound of the up-link spectral efficiency of the EH MIMO-DAS system with ZF receiver is derived and presented over independent Rayleigh fading channels, when the CSI is fully-known, and maximum-ratio transmission (MRT) technique is used to maximize the harvested power at the EH-users during the first phase. 3) Monte-Carlo simulations are also provided to confirm the accuracy of our analysis, and then we investigate the effects of several main parameters on the system performance. The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. In Section II we present the system model. In Sections III and IV we derive analytical expressions for the ergodic spectral efficiency when the CSI in the first phase is un-known and fully-known, respectively. Next, in Section V, numerical results and system performance evaluation are shown and discussed. Finally, the main conclusions of this work are stated in section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a DAS system consisting of L RRHs each of which is equipped with N r antennas. All RRHs are assumed to have a separate feeder to the CPU. As mentioned in the introduction, the RRHs are distributed in the network to provide coverage and wireless energy to the users in the network. Each RRH has an EH zone in circular shape with a radius, r, satisfying the threshold requirements of the EH circuit. All users in the EH zones can harvest sufficient amount of energy and communicate reliably with the closed RRH. However, users outside the EH zones, considered to be in interference zone, as shown in Fig. 1 . Number of the single antenna users in the network is N s , where N r > N s . All the channels in this paper are considered to be independent identically distributed (i.i.d) follow Rayleigh fading magnitude, this assumption is widely adopted in MIMO systems. 3 The total N s × LN r channel matrix between the RRHs and the users in the first time slot, power transfer phase, is denoted by G, which is consisting of L independent sub-channel matrices for all RRHs, The channel matrix between the l th RRH and the users is,
where F l contains i.i.d CN (0, 1) entries representing small scale fading coefficients. In addition, it is assumed that the total available system power, P T , is equally divided between all RRHs, therefore, this assumption provides a lower-bound on the performance of practical systems. We also assume that, each user is equipped with a rechargeable battery, and the harvest-then-transmit protocol, studied in [7] and illustrated in Fig. 2 , is adopted in this paper. In Fig. 2 , T is the total transmission time. In this protocol, in the first time slot, τT , 0 < τ < 1, all RRHs transmit independent RF energy signals to all users in the network and during the second time slot, (1−τ )T , all users send their independent information signals to the RRHs using the harvested power in the first time slot.
Next, the ergodic spectral efficiency is studied for two different scenarios based on the availability of the CSI at the transmitter in power transfer phase, i.e., unknown CSI and perfectly known CSI at the RRHs. In practice, accurate knowledge of the CSI at the energy transmitter in energy harvesting systems, before power transmission, is difficult to achieve.This is because accurate channel estimation consumes considerable amount of the harvested energy. Therefore, the difference between the two cases is based on the ability of the users to help the transmitter to know the channels before energy transmission [32] . For the unknown CSI case, the transmitter can know the full CSI only in the second time slot after charging the users, as studied in [33] . On the other hand, if the users can help the transmitter to estimate their channels before power transmission. In this case, the transmitter can know fully the users' CSI, and then the transmitter can know the CSI in the second time slot after charging the users, as studied in [33] . Recently, many works have investigated the availability of the CSI at the energy transmitter in power transfer phase, for instance [32] [33] [34] [35] .
III. CSI IS UN-KNOWN IN THE POWER TRANSFER PHASE
In this section, it is assumed that, the users' CSI is unknown at the CPU in the power transfer phase.The un-known CSI case is investigated in this work, in order to explain the impact of the channel knowledge in power transfer phase on the system performance and to gain an understanding of the idea of dividing the network area into two zones (EH and interference zones) in such scenarios. The received signal at the k th user in the EH phase can hence be expressed as
where P is the RRH transmission power, g ik is the N r × 1 channel coefficients vector between the i th RRH and the k th user, s ri is the transmitted RF energy-signals vector; the energy-signals are i.i.d with zero mean and unity variance, and n k is the AWGN at the k th user with zero mean and σ
Therefore, by ignoring the small amount of the noise energy, the harvested energy by the k th user can be expressed as [9] and [36] 
where η denotes the efficiency of the EH-receiver 0 < η ≤ 1 and . is the Euclidean norm. Amount of the harvested power at the user k can be calculated as 5 [8] and [9] 
The transmitted signal of the k th user in the information transmission phase is
where s k is the transmitted data signal of the k th user; the users' signals in the information transmission phase are i.i.d. with zero mean and unity variance. In the up-link, users send their signals to the RRHs, the received signal at the CPU is given by
where 
Then, the k th received signal is expressed as
where [A] k is the vector k in matrix A. Therefore, the received signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the k th ZF output is equal to
where
Substituting (3) into (8), the SNR can be written as
Now, the spectral efficiency of EH-DAS can be given by
where log 2 (.) represents logarithm of base-2. Substituting (9) into (10) yields
. Now the ergodic spectral efficiency can be written as
. The ergodic spectral efficiency can be calculated using the following Lemma.
Lemma 1: It is found in [36] that for any arbitrary nonnegative random variables x, y > 0,
where ln (.) represents logarithm of base e, M y (z) and M x,y (z) are the moment generating functions (MGFs) of the random variables y and x + y, respectively, which are defined as M y (z) = E [e −zy ] and M x,y (z) = E e −z(x+y) . Proof: The proof of this Lemma is provided in [36] . Invoking the definition in (14) , (13) can be written as
where M X (z) and M Y (z) are the MGFs of X and Y , receptively. Since X is the summation of independent Gamma random variables, its MGF can be found as
From [9] and [38] M Y (z) can be expressed as
, and J (.) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind [38] . Substituting (16) and (17) into (15), the ergodic spectral efficiency of EH-DAS system with ZF receiver can be obtained as in (18), as shown at the bottom of this page. (18) is an explicit expression for the ergodic spectral efficiency, since for mathematical tractability Gaussian Quadrature rule can be applied. Therefore, the ergodic spectral efficiency of EH-DAS system with ZF receiver can be also written as (19) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where z j and H j are the j th abscissa and weight of the n th order Laguerre polynomial [38, eq. (25.4.45) ]. From this expression, the effect of different system parameters on the spectral efficiency can be obviously observed. Therefore, the ergodic spectral efficiency with respect to each user location can be derived by averaging the spectral efficiency in (19) over all user positions.
Remark 1: Since g ik 2 has Gamma distribution. The average harvested power can be written as
where P nr is the transmission power per antenna. (20) indicates that increasing N r leads to increase in the amount of the harvested power. In addition, in case when the users in the EH zones harvest power only from its closed RRH, i.e, L = 1, the average harvested power simplifies tō
Hence, the harvested power at the k th user decreases with increasing the distance between the user and the closest RRH, due to the path-loos, lk = d −m lk . Therefore, the radius of any EH zone, r, can be defined using (21) and the required harvested power (P rq ) as [39] ,
Thus radius of the EH zones can be obtained based on the target spectral efficiency and the system parameters such as number of the RRHs antennas and the transmission power in the power transfer phase. As a result, for a given number of RRH antennas N r , transmission power P nr , path loss exponent m and the EH efficiency η, the radius r depends on the required harvested power which is dependent mainly on the target spectral efficiency. When the target spectral efficiency is high, the required harvested power P rq at a user will be high and the radius of EH zone will be small, and Vice-versa. Therefore we can say that, r denotes the boundary beyond which all EH zone users cannot provide the target spectral efficiency, and their performance depend on the received signals from other the surrounded RRHs.
IV. FULL KNOWN CSI
In this section, it is assumed the users' CSI is fully-known at the CPU in the power transfer slot. In order to maximize the harvested power, in this scenario, MRT technique is proposed. Several beam-forming and algorithms techniques have been proposed for MIMO systems to provide optimal harvested power, such as in [8] and [10] . Although, the developed techniques provided optimal solutions, its high computational complexity makes them unsuitable for real time applications. In contrast, MRT scheme has low complexity and it is suitable for the practical systems. Consequently, the received signal in the power transfer phase at the k th user is
where w lk and w li are the k th and i th vectors in the precoding matrix of the l th RRH (W l ), which is given by
where tr (.) is the trace of a matrix. Thus, the harvested energy at user k is
where |.| denotes the absolute value of a scalar. Substituting w lk , w li in (25), and since
is Wishart matrix, the average of the matrix trace is E tr
li [40] , hence the harvested power at the k th user is given by
which can also be written as
. (27) Substituting (27) into (8), the SNR at the k th ZF output can be expressed as in (28) , as shown at the bottom of this page. Consequently, the instantaneous spectral efficiency and the ergodic spectral efficiency of EH-DAS can be written as in (29) and (30), as shown at the bottom of this page, respectively, where a =
Closed-form expression of the ergodic spectral efficiency in this case is hard to handle. However, since log is a concave function, we can apply Jensen's inequality, which states that E [log (1 + x)] ≤ log (1 + E (x)). Therefore, by using Jensen inequality we can obtain an upper bound of the ergodic spectral efficiency, Ĉ , as in (31), as shown at the bottom of this page. This expression shows that, the ergodic spectral efficiency is upper-bounded by the average signal-to-noise ratio.
Based 
has Gamma distribution [18] , the upper bound on the ergodic spectral efficiency of EH-DAS system with
ZF receiver can be found as in (32) , shown at the bottom of the previous page. 
From this equation, it is clear that increasing N r leads to increase in the amount of the harvesting power level. In the case when the users in the EH zones harvest power from only the closest RRH, i.e, L = 1, the average harvested power becomes
Assuming the worst case which is that all the users in the EH zone are located on the zone boundary, i.e, d and li = , which provides a lower bound, the average harvested power can now be expressed as
From this relation, we notice that, the harvested power decreases with increasing the distance between the user and the closest RRH. Consequently, the radius of the EH zone, r, can be defined based on this relation and the required harvested power (P rq ) as
Thus radius of the EH zones can be obtained based on the target spectral efficiency and the system parameters such as number of the RRHs antennas and the transmission power in the power transfer phase. For a given value of the transmission power P rn , number of the RRH antennas N r , users N s , the path loss exponent m and the EH efficiency η, the EH zones radius r depends on the required harvested power which is dependent essentially on the target spectral efficiency. Higher spectral efficiency leads to increase in the required harvested power P rq and reduce in the radius of EH zone, and Vice-versa. Therefore users located beyond r are not able to provide the target spectral efficiency, and they will be considered as interference zone users, where their performance depend on the received signals from other RRHs. In general, from the expressions derived in this, and previous, sections we can observe the following notes. The spectral efficiency is dependent mainly on the value of the EH time τ . The optimal τ for a given users locations can by obtained by Obtain C (τ 1 ) and C (τ 2 ) from (11) and (29) .
Until | − β| converges. Find τ * = ( + β)/2. Fig. 3 . EH-DAS with EH and interference zones.
a simple one dimensional search over 0 < τ < 1. Therefore, the optimal value of τ can be obtained as
C in ( (11) and (29)) .
Hence, the optimal value of τ , for un-known and full known CSI cases, can be efficiently obtained by using the line search techniques such as golden section method. The overall steps to calculate the optimal value of τ is stated in Algorithm 1. It is known that, for the uni modal functions the golden section search converges to the global optimal point [44] , [45] ; Consequently, Algorithm 1 always converges to the optimal point [44] , [45] . Number of iterations required in this method is log 2 1 , where is the tolerance [44] , [45] . Actually, the optimal value of τ , for given values of the transmission power and number of the RRH antennas, depends essentially on the distance between the users and the RRHs. If the distance is short, optimal τ will be small because the required harvested energy can be attained in shorter time duration. However, if the users are located far away from the RRH, the optimal value of τ will be larger. Furthermore, it is clear that increasing the number of antennas N r , power P leads to decrease the value of optima τ . It is worth noting that, due to the ZF precoding implemented at the RRH, the users can transmit their data using all the harvested power, and they will not cause any interference to each other.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the derived analytical expressions are verified via Monte-Carlo simulation. Unless it is mentioned otherwise, the path-loss exponent is m = 2.7, EH-receiver efficiency η = 0.8 [9] , [31] , and the noise power at all nodes is set as σ 2 = −30 dBw. In this section, we study DAS network illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the RRHs 1, 2, 3 and 4 are connected to the CPU, i.e., L = 4, the inter-site distance between any two cooperative RRHs is 20 meters, the four cooperative RRHs form a square, number of the users N s = 10, 2 users are located at the boundary of each EH zone of the RRHs and 2 users are located at positions x and y in the interference zone, where x is at the center of the square and y is at the mid-distance between two RRHs as in the figure. In addition, it is assumed that each user in the EH zone harvests energy and transmit its data from/to the closest RRH only, i.e, using only one RRH in the derived expressions for users in EH zones, while the users in interference zone harvest energy and transmit data to the all RRHs in the system. Firstly, in order to explain the effect of the EH time duration, the ergodic spectral efficiency is plotted in Fig. 4 with respect to τ , when the radius of EH-zone r = 2 m, 4 m and 6 m for a user in EH-zone, and when EH-zone radius r = 6 m for the users in interference zone, when P = 2W and N r = 100. The results reveal that, the ergodic spectral efficiency degrades with increasing the distance. This is because increasing the pathloos implies decreasing the amount of the harvested power at each user. The other observation is that, there is an optimal value of the EH time τ * , for each user location, that maximizes the system performance. However, interestingly enough, this optimal value τ * becomes smaller when the user is closer to the RRHs. This can be intuitively explained as follows; reducing the distance means more harvested power at the users and hence the users require smaller amount of τ to reach their optimal performance. Final observation from these results, the optimal EH-time τ * is smaller in case when full-CSI is available. This is because MRT scheme can concentrate the transmitted power in the users directions, and as a result, smaller τ * is needed to reach the optimal spectral efficiency. Final remark as we can see from Fig. 4b the upper-bound and the actual spectral efficiency is tight under the system parameters considered in this section.
In order to explain the effect of the RRH power and number of RRH antennas on the proposed model. We illustrate in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 the ergodic spectral efficiency as a function of P and N r , respectively, for the two cases: unknown CSI and full known CSI. For comparison's sake, results for the conventional system where the users in the EH-zone area are not EH nodes, i.e., the users have fixed power supply, as studied in [18] are also included in Fig. 5b and Fig. 6b . It is clearly visible from the two figures that the spectral efficiency, in general, degrades with decreasing the RRH power and number of RRH antennas. This is because increasing P and/or N r results in increasing the amount of the harvested energy at the energy constrain users. The other observation is that, the value of the EH-zone radius r is dependent on the required spectral efficiency of the users in this area which is dependent on the threshold requirements of the EH circuits at the users in this area. It can be clearly seen that, the maximum performance of the users in EH-zone degrades as the EH-zone area increases due to the path loss. However, amount of this degradation decreases as the EH-zone radius increases, as we can notice from the figures that, the gap between r = 2m to 4m is wider than that when the radius changes from r = 4m to 6m.
In addition, comparing the spectral efficiency of the users in interference zone, it is clear that the users in the center of the interference zone have always lower spectral efficiency and the users in the areas between any two RRHs have highest spectral efficiency. Therefore, it is more efficient to add another RRH at the mid of the square (at the center). It is worthy to state that, the spectral efficiency of the users located in the interference zone plotted in Fig.6a when r = 6m and in Fig. 6b when r = 2m; It is obvious from the figures that the spectral efficiency of the users in interference zone when r = 6m is higher than that when r = 2m, which is expected because maximizing the harvested energy at the users in EH-zone who located at r = 6m will lead also to increase the harvested power at the other users in the interference zone. As consequence, in full-known CSI, increasing the radius of EH-zone degrades the spectral efficiency of the users in EH-zone and enhances the spectral efficiency of the other users in interference zone.
Comparing the system model under consideration with the conventional system, one can notice that, the gap performance between the EH-DAS system and conventional DAS system becomes wider as the radius of the EH zone area increases, for instance the gap between the EH-DAS and conventional DAS when r = 4m is wider than that when r = 2m. However, interestingly enough, increasing number of the RRH antennas N r has different impact on the gap performance between the two systems. On one hand, in the un-known CSI increasing N r leads to increase the gap performance between the two systems, this can be seen clearly in case when r = 2m in Fig. 5b . On the second hand, in full known CSI increasing N r results in reducing the gap performance between the two systems, this also is clear in case when r = 2m in Fig. 6b .
Final remark and as anticipated that, the system performance in the second case when the CSI is fully known much better than that when the CSI is un-known in the charging time slot.
In Fig. 7 , we plot the maximum average harvested power of the users in EH zones versus the RRHs power in the first phase, when N r = 100 and η = 1 for different values of the EH zone radius r = 2m and 4m. Generally and as we can see from the figure that, the average harvested power in full-known CSI scheme is higher than that in the un-known CSI scheme. In addition, decreasing the EH zone area increases amount of the harvested power at the users, and this enhancement in the amount of the harvested power is essential when the RRHs power is high.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have proposed using the distributed RRHs in DAS systems to transmit signals and also to power the energy-constrained users, where each RRH has an EH-zone. Harvest-then transmit protocol was assumed and the spectral efficiency was considered when the ZF receiver is implemented at the RRHs in two scenarios, namely, 1) unknown CSI 2) full-known CSI in the charging time slot. New exact and bound expressions for the ergodic spectral efficiency of the proposed EH-DAS system have been obtained for each scenario, which then confirmed by Monte-Carlo simulations. Then, the impact of different system-parameters, such as time duration of EH phase, and the value of the RRHs power and antennas, on the performance of the considered DAS-MIMO system have been investigated. It was shown that, increasing P and/or N r always enhance the system performance and the duration of the EH-time slot is main factor to obtain the optimal performance. In addition, in full-known CSI increasing the EH-zone radius degrades the spectral efficiency of the users in EH-zone and enhances the spectral efficiency of the users in interference-zone.
